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Electronic weapons and gang stalking are technology and methods used by national secret
services violating human rights in horrible ways. Only by a complete ban on the use of gang
stalking  and  electronic  weapons  and  a  strict  observance  of  that,  it  is  possible  to  save
democracy (or what is left of it). To achieve this electronic weapons and gang stalking must be
taken out of secrecy and openness and transparency is necessary - Peter Mooring 

The victims of these crimes demand:

INVESTIGATION - LEGISLATION - COMPENSATION

Investigation into these
(war) crimes 

against civilians must be
started now

New laws must
explicitely

forbid these crimes

The victims must be compensated, the
perpetrators must be brought to justice

The Edward Snowden leaks about the NSA spying on all of us are just the tip of iceberg.
Thousands of innocent people including children, in the USA and other Western countries, are
attacked and (physically or mentally) murdered by secret services, including military, using
their high tech methods and deniable (through-wall) electronic weapons. We all must make an
effort to put these criminals behind bars! Please send this site to your family and friends.
Thank you. Peter 

Edward Snowden on December 17, 2013: These programs were never about terrorism: 
they're about economic spying, social control, and diplomatic manipulation. They're about 
power. Read 

Peter Mooring on January 4,  2014: And power is  about elimination of  opponents.  This is
exactly what secret services do ... eliminate. The other thing secret services do is experiment
with new methods and new weapons, this is called 'mind control experimentation'. In both
cases  the  methods  and  weapons  are  often  gang  stalking  and  electronic  weapons.  Many
ignorant and innocent people including children are eliminated these ways or subjected to this
experimentation. Many suffer, many die. These crimes are among the worst in history and are
a disgrace to humanity. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/report-snowden-would-help-brazil-if-given-asylum/2013/12/17/6ca6b7f8-66f0-11e3-997b-9213b17dac97_story.html


GANG STALKING = ORGANIZED MURDER 

Gang stalking, often accompanied by electronic harassment/electronic torture, is used to cause the 
physical or mental death of the target. The target is driven insane and commits suicide, collapses 
into a psychiatric patient, commits a (constructed) crime. This is called premeditated murder, and 
the ones participating are murderers. Gang stalking is also called organized stalking but it is better 
to call it organized murder. 
See also: Secret service: fear for the truth to be revealed!(17) - Gang stalkers and people 
cookers are murderers, the crimes they commit belong to the worst crimes in history 

A very limited list of gang stalking a.k.a. organized stalking methods: 
- Sleep deprivation day-by-day, social isolation
- Always surrounded, never alone, no privacy
- Neighbor stalking, rude behaviour from random people
- Workplace mobbing, breaking friendships
- Character assasination, rumours spread
- Feedback about conversations nobody can know
- Honking horn, shoving chairs, bouncing ball, shoes with high heels
- Receive phone calls, emails (popup/sound), SMSs at specific moments
- Pidgeon cooing, crow screaming, dog barking on/off
- Central heating, deepfreeze on/off
- Ticking against central heating components
- Coughing, slamming door, leaking tap
- Neighbor toilet visit, flushing
- Stagnating DVD-player, game console
- Plock sound from water heater, tv set, roof
- TV, radio program interference, manipulation, coughing
- Black cats crosssing
- Alarm sounds in shops, articles sold out
- Other shop counter opens while waiting
- Get wrong or defective articles
- Blocking traffic, traffic at every corner
- Empty battery, traffic jams, at important moments
- Constructed car accidents, empty highway
- Police and hospital, funeral cars around you 
- Blinding headlights, cars with one headlight, rearlight
- Stones against car front window, sigaret buts
- Open doors of home/car, bird droppings on windows
- Delight in your suffering, damage to belongings
- Drilling at neighbors and everywhere you go
- Neighbor going up and down stairs all the time
- Throwing sounds, saw machines outside
- Synchronized passing, women with baby wagons

Many people experience some of the above once or a few times. The victims of these crimes 
experience this day-by-day, 24/7. Many events are synchronized to the victim movements. Often 
also electronic weapons are used e.g. to prevent sleep, create plock sounds. 

http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?p=98
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?p=98


ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT = ELECTRONIC TORTURE 

Electronic harassment often is  used to describe attacks with electronic weapons,  like directed
energy weapons (microwave weapons, sonic weapons), mind reading and mind control weapons.
These weapons are used to manipulate, incapacitate, torture and murder, mostly to steal. Shooting,
burning,  cooking and mind reading and mind controlling people,  including children with these
weapons  are  crimes  against  humanity  and  horrible  violations  of  human  rights.  
See  also:  The  people  cookers  -  cooking  people  like  a  microwave  oven  cooks  meat,
http://www.electronictorture.com 

A very limited list of physical effects that can be achieved using electronic weapons, many effects
can be achieved suddenly, i.e. within a second, instant coughing, instant sneezing, pain, etc.: 
- Scratching
- Stomach pain
- Urge to urinate
- Urge to defecate
- Diareah
- Coughing, sneezing
- Burping, farting
- Sleepiness
- Yawning
- Stomach pain
- Kidney pain
- Painful feet
- Painful legs
- Sleeping hands
- Heart attack
- Chest pressure
- Bubling stomach
- Blurred vision

- Nausea
- Fatigue
- Heating head/body
- Spleen pain
- Muscle pain
- Chest pain
- Blind gut attack
- Back pain
- Racing heart
- Runny nose
- Erection problems
- Sexual stimulation
- Toothache
- Headache
- Hearing problems
- Sudden confusion
- Sudden memory loss

Electronic weapons are also used to attack our brain: 

- Read your thoughts, subvocal speech
- Make you hear voices, tinnitus symptoms
- Plant thoughts into your head you cannot distinguish from your own thoughts unless you are 
aware
- Dream manipulation

Electronic weapons can also be used to cause all kinds of other effects: 

- Plock sounds in your home
- Destroy your light bulbs
- Destroy garden plants 
- Etc. 

These weapons are used for over a decade by our national secret services. Often almost random 
innocent people, civilians, including children, are attacked, experimented upon. 

http://www.electronictorture.com/
http://www.stopeg.com/peoplecookers.html


Warning: you no longer can trust your own thoughts 

YOU CAN BE ROBOTIZED IF YOU DON'T KNOW 

Today others can obtain your thoughts and control your mind, this is not science fiction! Do not 
leave this website without reading this article! 
IF YOU THINK YOU ARE TARGETED THEN NEVER LISTEN TO THE LITTLE VOICE 
INSIDE YOUR HEAD AGAIN! 
Click here to read. 

Control Factor is a (scary) movie about mind control (2003). Lance, a common citizen, is set up to 
shoot his beloved wife Karen. It shows how a small number of people try to control every aspect of 
our lives and how they do this. 
Part 1: http://dai.ly/x175uuj 
Part 2: http://dai.ly/x175uv0 

More ... Silent Sound Spread Spectrum is a technology that uses subliminal programming carried 
over Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) broadcast waves, planting inaudible messages directly into the 
subconscious human mind. There is no defense against it because it delivers its subliminal 
programming directly to the human brain via the auditory sense at frequencies that humans are 
incapable of perceiving as sound! 

Silent Sound Spread Spectrum (SSSS) and The All-Digital TV Broadcast Signal - Connection?
a 2009 article by by Gary Rea 

Protection against mind control In general your attackers want you to do certain things at certain 
moments. If you believe you are subjected to mind control (thoughts planted, feel the irrational need
to do certain things) then try to (re)act random, or do not (re)act at all. You may want to use a dice 
to delay things, e.g. number 3 is delay 3 minutes etc. You may also want to change the order in 
which you do things. See also: Victims2 

Persistent gang stalking neighbors are criminals, murderers and must be jailed 

When a person is targeted by gang stalking and electronic harassment often neighbors are involved 
and start cooperating with the attackers. The attackers undeniably are criminals, murderers, what 
does this make the neighbors actively and persistently participating in these crimes? Click here 
to read. 

http://www.stopeg.com/persistent-gang-stalking-neighbors-are-criminals-murderers-and-must-be-jailed.htm
http://www.stopeg.com/persistent-gang-stalking-neighbors-are-criminals-murderers-and-must-be-jailed.htm
http://www.stopeg.com/victims2.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_nonlethalweapons14.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_nonlethalweapons14.htm
http://dai.ly/x175uv0
http://dai.ly/x175uuj
http://www.stopeg.com/warning-you-no-longer-can-trust-your-own-thoughts.htm


COINTELPRO, MK-ULTRA, GANG STALKING, ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT 

Where do gang stalking (organized stalking) and electronic harassment (electronic torture) come 
from? Illegal projects like COINTELPRO and MK-ULTRA performed by United States 
organizations FBI, CIA and others, officially stopped but in fact continue to this day. Gang stalking 
and electronic harassment are just advanced and much better versions. If you live in a NATO 
country then the same happens in your country by your national secret services. 

To make things worst, the US Government signed into law the PATRIOT Act in 2001, which is 
nothing more than a declaration of war against the people of the world. 

Wikipedia: 'COINTELPRO (an acronym for Counter Intelligence Program) was a series of 
covert, and often illegal, projects conducted by the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) aimed at surveilling, infiltrating, discrediting, and disrupting domestic political organizations.'
Among the targeted groups and individuals were Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the American Indian 
Movement, almost all groups protesting the Vietnam War. 

Wikipedia: 'MK-ULTRA was the code name for a covert, illegal CIA human research program, 
run by the CIA's Office of Scientific Intelligence. This official U.S. government program began in 
the early 1950s, continuing at least through the late 1960s, and it used U.S. and Canadian citizens as
its test subjects. The published evidence indicates that Project MKULTRA involved the use of many
methodologies to manipulate individual mental states and alter brain functions, including the 
surreptitious administration of drugs and other chemicals, hypnosis,[5] sensory deprivation, 
isolation, and verbal and sexual abuse.' 

SORRY, NO MORE ENEMIES - WHY YOU ARE ATTACKED

In the past, elite and secret services managed to expand and control because of the existence of 
enemies like communism. But now, there are no enemies left. The last enemy, communism, 
disappeared with the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1990. The people of the world evolved into decent 
persons, but the elite and secret services did not. They are still the same murderers they once were 
and can only maintain themselves by fighting enemies, by stealing and murdering. 

So what to do if there are no enemies left? You create enemies! At world level, Iraq was created the 
enemy, then Afghanistan, now Iran, etc. At state level secret services have a continuous need for 
new agents, victims for (medical) experiments, victims to turn into murderers. So now without 
enemies left, almost random normal people are put on elimination lists and pointed terrorist, 
psycho, pedophile, etc. while they are not. These almost random normal people are mentally and/or 
physically murdered and in this process also new agents are recruited. 

It is ironic that most people recruited are lower class and in fact are used to keep their own kind (the
lower class people) poor and uneducated so they can easily be used by the elite and secret services 
for all kinds of dirty work. 

See also: Secret service: fear for the truth to be revealed!(21) - normal people are murdered to keep 
the system running (the sick system needs blood to survive and expand) - part 2 , First Global 
Revolution (1993 Edition) by the Club of Rome, Chapter 5 The Vacuum (p.68) 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/2297152/Alexander-King-Bertrand-Schneider-The-First-Global-Revolution-Club-of-Rome-1993-Edition
http://www.scribd.com/doc/2297152/Alexander-King-Bertrand-Schneider-The-First-Global-Revolution-Club-of-Rome-1993-Edition
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?p=105
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?p=105
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MK-ULTRA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COINTELPRO
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patriot_act


MARK RICH 

Mark Rich, a target of these crimes himself, created two sites with a wealth of information for 
victims of gang stalking and electronic harassement and for anyone who wants to know more 
about (political and/or people) control systems: 

• http://www.thehiddenevil.com 
• http://www.newworldwar.org 

Like many victims, Mark needs our support: Check his latest status, donate, buy his book: The 
Hidden Evil, buy his book: New World War 

Airforce involved in stalking and cruel electronic torture of innocent people 

It is very important to understand that many attacks are from the sky, i.e. from military aircraft,
including helicopters, gliders, etc. Often they are not only aimed at you but also at some people
surrounding you. But of course they can also attack you with installed equipment from neighbor
houses or appartments. And they also have portable equipment, to look through walls and to burn
and cook you, and mind control you. When you go to a hotel they just check in somewhere near and
attack you from that location. 

[March 18, 2011] 
(Reported by Peter Mooring) I am a victim since 2000 of gang stalking/organized stalking and 
electronic harrasment/(cruel) electronic torture. A number of years ago they also started following 
and stalking me with military aircraft where ever I go. I am also shot (often cooked alive) with very 
high power Directed Energy Weapons, e.g. microwave weapons, (also) when these aircraft are 
around. The visible military aircraft may or may not be involved in shooting me, but function to 
distract, but the least they do is stalk me which is serious crime. My minimum conclusion is that the
person who arranged (gave the initial order) the military aircraft being above me, is a murderer. 
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?page_id=2#about_militaryaircraftstalkingandshooting
 
See also: http://www.electronictorture.com

http://www.electronictorture.com/
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?page_id=2#about_militaryaircraftstalkingandshooting
http://www.newworldwar.org/
http://www.newworldwar.org/
http://www.newworldwar.org/
http://www.newworldwar.org/
http://www.newworldwar.org/
http://www.newworldwar.org/
http://www.thehiddenevil.com/


PEOPLE COOKERS AND CHILDREN COOKERS

Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) come in different flavours. Most used against people is the high
power microwave weapon, this weapon can be regarded as a high power microwave oven.

Irradiating a person with such a weapon is cooking a person alive! Low intensity effects can be 
scratching, coughing, farting, etc. High intensity will make you really feel being cooked: the inside 
of your body feels cooking, skin burning sensations of approx. 30 centimeters diameter where the 
beam enters and leaves your body, gal coming out of your throat, heavy burping. A people cooker (I
introduced the word people cooker in 2006) also is a creature (looks human but nothing human 
about it) pushing the buttons of these horrible weapons. And yes, not only do they attack innocent
people but they cook children as well.

See also: http://www.peoplecooker.com/

 
MANY PSYCHIATRISTS ARE CRIMINALS

The approvers of the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) IV, as well as
the ones using this manual (like psychiatrists) or requiring a DSM diagnose (like health insurance 
companies) are criminals. This manual categorizes symptoms caused by (almost) not-to-prove 
harrassment as being symptoms of a mental disease. What a disgrace! Examples of such harrasment
are non-technical people attacked by high-tech crimes, and attacks by secret police and secret 
services. In the latter case the attacks have been specifically designed not to leave evidence and 
consist of gang stalking methods and/or directed energy weapons, mind control and/or mind reading
weapons.

Persons being attacked these ways will go the police but the police will say that they cannot help 
and that you should go to your physican. The physican will say that you can be given medicine to 
make you not see these things and send you to a psychiatrist. The psychiatrist asks what your 
symtoms are, takes the DSM IV, soon V, and concludes you have a mental disorder while in fact 
there is nothing wrong with you! Many people that are attacked as described above will take the 
medicine that the psychiatrist advices, they can go nowhere and desperately hope this will reduce 
their unbearable pains.

Summarizing, we can say that in these cases the psychiatrist commits the following three crimes: 1) 
the psychiatrist does not recognize that perhaps you are attacked by sinister crimes, or does not try 
to find a solution based on the fact that you are attacked these ways 2) the psychiatrist prescribes 
medicine that immediately marks you a lifetime psychiatric patient and does not tell you this 3) the 
psychiatrist prescribes (most of the time) a medicine that has at least a small percentage making 
things worse, possibly even increasing the chance that makes you commit suicide (also note that no 
proof has ever been given that medicine solves the problem in these cases).

See also: Schizophrenia does not exist (The normal people at war with the mentally ill - part 2) in 
Dutch

http://www.stopeg.nl/schizofrenie_bestaat_niet.html
http://www.peoplecooker.com/


PSYCHOPATHS AND FAILED HUMAN BEINGS

A small  percentage (1-2%) of  the  people  on our  beautiful  planet  is  mentally ill,  we call  them
psychopaths. Psychopathy is the most dangerous of all mental disorders. The essential empathy
component  is  missing  often  resulting  in  the  destruction  of  people,  companies,  countries,  ...
Psychopaths are parasites and would eat their own children to achieve their goals (or stay out-of-
jail) because they just don't care. They failed as human beings and caught in their own web of lies
the only thing that  is  left  for  them is  to  commit  crimes day-by-day to  stay out  of  jail,  in fact
confirming their own failure in life.
Very visible  psychopaths  can be found in  our  governments  and at  other  positions  with power,
including our secret services and military. If you take for example Obama, Bush, Clinton, Panetta,
Petraeus, Gates, etc. and check their behaviour against psychopathy syptoms lists then they will all
score  the  minimum  of  required  behaviours.  They  are  responsible  for  the  deaths  of  hundred
thousands, for destroyed countries,  and then for example Obama says on Januari  24, 2012 that
'everybody must play by the same rules'. This is just typical for psychopaths, express how powerful
they are and never take responsibility for their actions.
Powerful psychopaths are very afraid being found out. So they create events to distract us, buy the
media to brainwash us and lie to us. Also they make new laws, like the USA Patriot Act, not to
protect them or their countries against terrorists (are there any terrorists anyway?) but to protect
themselves against the normal people who just want to take them to court and jail them for all the
horrible crimes they have committed, for all the deaths of innocent people they have caused.
I suggest we immediately send the mental heath care to these persons, to pick them up and
make sure sure they stay in a mental institution for the rest of their lives so they cannot hurt
other people anymore.
See also: A new low in history: US government showing the people of the world how they watch
murdering  their  enemies ,  The  normal  people  at  war  with  the  mentally ill  (the  murderers  and
psychopaths) 

 DO YOU WANT OTHERS TO READ YOUR THOUGHTS?

Do you want others to read your thoughts? Do you want others to push a button to make you burp, 
sneeze, cough, scratch, fart, urinate, control you sexually, give headache, cook you alive, etc., 
through-wall in your home with invisible laser weapons? Do you want others to force thoughts into 
your brain?

Again: Do you want this for your children?

All this is possible and done illegally today! But your government does not tell you anything!

Electronic weapons are one of the best kept secrets in the world. All over the world thousands of 
innocent people are attacked and manipulated, incapacitated, tortured and murdered with these 
weapons most of them never knowing what happened. Read all about this and tell your family and 
friends. Peter Mooring
- Electronic harassment and electronic torture list - February 26, 2009
- The people cookers - cooking people like a microwave oven cooks meat
- http://www.electronictorture.com

Send stopeg.com to a friend! Click here, or copy-paste the text.

P.S. It is very easy to influence sport competitions with electronic weapons. Do you still believe the 
best wins? 

http://www.electronictorture.com/
http://www.stopeg.com/peoplecookers.html
http://www.stopeg.com/electronicharassment.html
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?p=86
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?p=86
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?p=263
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?p=263


ELECTRONIC WEAPONS

Electronic weapons are the terror of the 21 st century. The effects of these weapons outrange the
effects of nuclear weapons. It is possible to torture and murder with electronic weapons without any
evidence. From a distance and through walls one can invisibly cook or burn practically anything.
An example is a microwave weapon, compare microwave oven used to cook meat at a distance with
invisible radiowaves.

Your neighbour, the grass or the roses, children, etc. You can make someone falter giving a lecture
or make someone unwell at any given moment. You can influence sporting competitions by creating
injuries or worsen injuries.  You can also irradiate  entire residential  areas.  It  is  just  a matter  of
putting  up enough aerials  and by using the  right  frequencies  peoples  mood can be influenced.
Electronic weapons can also be used to monitor people everywhere and watch them through walls,
to read their mind and to influence the weather.

THIS NOT SCIENCE FICTION!

Probably the most horrible consequence of these weapons is that you can NOT protect 
yourself, your children, your loved ones anymore. You can no longer say: stay in this room, 
you are safe here. Attackers simply look and burn through walls. Police cannot protect you, 
security services cannot protect you.

The technology to burn/radiate people is available today (compare microwave oven, cook with 
radiowaves), weapons based on this technology are increasingly used (google: microwave weapons 
victim) and are becoming cheaper and cheaper.

TO STOP THIS ELECTRONIC WEAPONS MUST BE BANNED!

See also:
    http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/
    http://www.electronischewapens.nl (in Dutch)

Electronic weapons introduce at the same time new conceptions:
    http://www.peoplecooker.com
    http://www.peoplezapper.com

GANG STALKING

Gang stalking, also called (state sponsored) organized stalking, is a (the) method used by secret 
services to eliminate people. The purpose of gang stalking is to kill the victim either psychological 
or physical. Gang stalking is mostly used in a combination with electronic weapons, at first by 
using very sophisticated monitoring equipment, which makes it possible to keep an eye on someone
every second of the day, at a later stage hi-tech microwave weapons are used to burn = torture the 
target. It has become very easy to kill people using electronic weapons. This has nothing to do with 
state security but everything with mass murder. In effect secret services have degenerated into a 
depot of psychopaths and murderers.

TO STOP THIS GANG STALKING MUST BE BANNED!
Read more :
    http://www.groepstalking.nl (gang stalking website in Dutch, please help/donate for English 
translation, see below)
    http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/

http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/
http://www.groepstalking.nl/
http://www.peoplezapper.com/
http://www.peoplecooker.com/
http://www.electronischewapens.nl/
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/


It cannot be proven so we just do it

Not only whistleblowers or people who are government-unfriendly, but also thousands of normal
innocent  citizens,  are  being  finished off  by secret  services  using  electronic  weapons  and gang
stalking worldwide every year. People are being driven out of their mind, driven to despair and they
become suicidal, criminal or end up in a staged car crash or a psychiatric ward. The reason why is
on the whole totally obscure. Stealing ideas, wanting to have a house in a strategic place, being used
as human guinea pigs, being blamed for anything or personal motives, electronic weapons make it
increasingly easy to kill people (physically or mentally) without leaving evidence. And in the hands
of secret services these weapons are even more dangerous. These services are specialised in 
eliminating. Nowadays they use electronic weapons while in the past they used a knife, a bullet,
poison or a car crash.

These  weapons  make  killing  someone  more  and  more  anonymous.  It  is  not  necessary to  stab
someone. Just to push a button in a room elsewhere is enough. The general thought is: it cannot be
proven so we just do it. But it should not be like this. Torturing and killing with these weapons is
horrendous and are crimes against humanity.

Recognition and a total ban are vital for democracy

Governments  should inform their  national  citizens  thoroughly on these electronic weapons and
should bring into force an official  ban. Police should be equipped with facilities to track down
abusers of these weapons. This ban should also and especially apply to national secret services.
These services should go back to what they are supposed to do, which is not killing your own
people  but  collecting  intelligence  and  when  they  detect  an  offence  they  should  inform  the
authorities. When people disagree on subjects they should speak to each other, discuss with each
other and if this does not bring a solution, they can go to court. In this day and age it seems that
people do not talk to each other anymore but immediately kill someone. Quite easy and quick.
Furthermore these weapons make it very easy to come into possession of those things one wants to
have very badly.

One dreads to think about what can happen when all kinds of people carry these weapons. In the US
everyone has the right to possess a weapon, imagine people carrying around one or more electronic 
weapons...

To all politicians of the world: STOP your national secret services

The only way to save the world is to stop your national secret services. Breaking laws and violating 
human rights in horrible ways has become a way of life. They are responsible for most problems in 
your neighbourhood, in your city, in your country, in the world. Make them responsible for what 
they are doing. Let them account for in detail, force them to open up their organizations for 
thorough investigations. Stop their funding if they do not co-operate. Replace directors and staff 
immediately by normal people for starters. 


